Interdisciplinary science teaching is an issue in various countries. One example in Europe is Germany, especially regarding comprehensive schools. At the same time, German teacher education is primarily subject-specific. An examination of data on self-efficacy beliefs is helpful for understanding the qualifications of teachers for interdisciplinary science. Previous measurement instruments for teaching biology, chemistry, physics, and science lack a literature-based, theory-based, or curricular-valid measurement or a systematic obstacle to overcome. Thus, to meet these requirements, this research developed a draft for a new instrument to measure self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST). As the theoretical base, the instrument operationalizes a model of pedagogical content knowledge for teaching science and adapts it to self-efficacy beliefs. In a cross-sectional study (N = 114 pre-service and trainee teachers), a ten-factor-solution for self-efficacy beliefs resulted from an exploratory factor analysis (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin-criterion = 0.858, α = 0.70-0.86). Nine factors are linked to the theoretical model. An additional tenth factor emerged: Teaching Ethically Relevant Issues. Nine factors show low and medium correlations with teaching experience. Eight factors show at least low correlations with self-rated content knowledge in no less than one of the three subjects. In general, science-specific factors show rather low or medium correlations, and generic factors (e.g., Applying Media, and Applying Methods of Evaluation) show low or no correlations. This result is in accordance with the context specificity of self-efficacy beliefs. These results meet most of the research expectations and provide initial indications of the concurrent, curricular, and divergent validity of the SElf-ST instrument. The paper argues for the development of a new, theory-based instrument to measure self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching.
Introduction
"Teachers may be asked to teach a subject they have not formally studied", Carlson and Daehler [1] (p. 91) recently claimed, particularly regarding science. Shulman [2] similarly argues, regarding primary teachers content knowledge, that science teaching is a serious challenge, for which teachers are not prepared. Thus, science teaching and its preparation show to be a serious challenge. Nations that offer disciplinary and interdisciplinary science in secondary education could be particularly affected by this issue. In Europe, for example, Spain, France, and Germany are countries that offer both types of science teaching in lower secondary education [3] .
In this research, we investigate the situation in Germany, where interdisciplinary science teaching is a concrete requirement for pre-and in-service teachers not only but particularly at comprehensive schools (e.g., [4] ). Since 2007, the number of secondary modern schools from class 5 to 9 ("Hauptschule") decreased by approximately 50% and from class 5 to 10 ("Realschule") by approximately 30% [5, 6] . Simultaneously, the number of comprehensive schools ("Integrierte Gesamtschule") more than tripled (cf. [5, 6] ).
In particular, comprehensive schools usually offer the interdisciplinary subject science (i.e., biology, chemistry, and physics as one subject) in lower secondary education (e.g., [4] ), which follows Labudde's [7] approach at the level of the timetable. Integrated is the term for this form of interdisciplinary teaching [7] . Below, we focus on this level and call it interdisciplinary teaching. Consequently, the minimum requirement for pre-and in-service teachers is competence in teaching biology, chemistry, and physics. However, to date, (prospective) teachers mostly seem to be only slightly prepared for the challenges of interdisciplinary teaching in Germany.
For a teacher education based upon research evidence and best practices, it is important to know self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching because they can provide insights into the learning outcomes of teacher education [3] . The most relevant measurement instrument for science teaching is the primary education Science Teaching Efficacy Beliefs Instrument (STEBI) [8] . However, the STEBI includes few findings of the current educational research and practice-core curricula, standards for teaching and teacher education, etc. Overall, primary schools are the focus of research regarding self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching (Section 1.1). In addition, theory-based (i.e., based on an existing model) measurement instruments are lacking (Section 1.1). Thus, a desideratum exists for a theory-based, internationally compatible measurement instrument suitable for the German teacher education. The new measurement instrument should include normative guidelines for teacher education at grammar and comprehensive schools as well as current research findings regarding teacher education. The measurement can be adapted to and used in other countries where science is taught either interdisciplinarily and disciplinarily in lower secondary education (e.g., France, Spain [3] ). Moreover, with more extensive adjustments, it could monitor how effective teacher education is in countries with interdisciplinary science teaching only (e.g., Turkey, Italy [3] ). The theory-based approach ensures testing for different facets of relevant teaching issues.
Theory of Self-Efficacy Beliefs, Empirical Findings, and Previous Measurement Instruments
Self-efficacy beliefs are part of Bandura's [9] social cognitive theory, which are the "beliefs in one's capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments." [9] (p. 3). Thus, they are of fundamental importance in regard to human action [9] . The level of a task, as well as the generality and strength of a belief, are distinguishers of self-efficacy beliefs [9] . Consequently, they vary depending on the specific situation and must receive context-specific consideration [10] . To ensure the measurement of self-efficacy beliefs is compliant with the theory, the utilization of obstacles is necessary for operationalizing demanding situations [9, 11] . Distinct from but related to self-efficacy beliefs are outcome expectations and collective self-efficacy beliefs. Outcome expectations relate to judging the impacts of the attainments produced by one's behavior [9] . Thus, they assume the product of self-efficacy beliefs. Collective self-efficacy beliefs are the shared dynamic beliefs in a group's capability [9] . They are not just the total of everyone's self-efficacy beliefs, but they are "an emergent group-level attribute that is the product of coordinative and interactive dynamics" [9] (p. 7). On the one hand, individual self-efficacy beliefs focus on every (prospective) teachers' different characteristics. On the other hand, self-efficacy beliefs are useful to examine individual (prospective) teachers' beliefs in regard to science teaching within the current state of teacher education.
Self-efficacy beliefs are one aspect of professional competence (Motivational Orientations), such as pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) or content knowledge (CK) (Professional Knowledge) [12] . Attitudes and beliefs are capable of influencing the development of teachers' PCK [1] . Shulman [2] further highlights the importance of non-cognitive constructs, stating that "a lot of what teachers 'know and do' is connected to their own affective and motivation states" [2] (p. 9). Thus, non-cognitive aspects like self-efficacy beliefs should be of interest in teacher education due to their connection to the cognitive aspects (cf. [2] ). This statement is supported, as various courses in teacher education affect self-efficacy beliefs (e.g., science methods courses that address sources of self-efficacy beliefs [13] , or science content courses [14] ). Therefore, self-efficacy beliefs can be used for evaluation of interventions or coursework addressing CK or PCK as well (cf. [3] ).
Various research findings emphasize the value of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. Many findings refer to primary school. Due to comprehensibility, we do not distinguish findings for science regarding primary and secondary education in this paper. Teachers with higher self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching are more open to new challenges [15] ; their involvement is greater in organizations for teaching science, as well as in the development of curricula and standards for science [15] . Teachers with higher self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching are more confident and view science as interesting and fun [16] . In addition, they seem to apply hands-on-activities more often in the classroom [17] and seem to teach in a student-centered manner more often [16] . Teachers' self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching are a positive predictor for student achievement [18] . These impacts underline the importance of self-efficacy beliefs for teachers. Because self-efficacy beliefs can be influenced by courses in teacher education [13, 14] , they should receive consideration within teacher education to support professional development. To do so, the imperative to provide starting points for evidence-based teacher education necessitates an instrument to measure actual self-efficacy beliefs.
To expose any gaps, this research utilizes three categories: theory-based, literature-based, and curricular valid. An instrument is theory-based if it is operationalized from an existing model regarding (science) teaching. Bandura [9] recommended a multidimensional measurement of self-efficacy beliefs. Integrating a model for measuring self-efficacy beliefs should prevent global measurements and include various aspects of teaching. A similar theory-based approach can be found in an unpublished measurement instrument for biology teaching ( [19] , as the items are not published yet, it cannot be further examined). Established models can provide a solid base to operationalize self-efficacy beliefs. The aspects of the model can be further specified. The accordance with (science) teaching models allows for the monitoring of the learning outcomes within teacher education. An instrument is literature-based if its operationalization derives from research findings, which ensures current and best practices. An instrument is curricular valid if it expresses the requirements for teachers in the curriculum and standards for students or the standards for teacher education. This consideration ensures that the measurement aligns with the curriculum and sets forth requirements expected at a school or in teacher education (curricular validity [20] ).
Overall, in the context of natural science subjects, more measurement instruments for teaching at the primary level exist than for teaching at the secondary level (Table A1) . To examine multidimensionality, the scope of instruments is of particular interest (global or more specific, see [9] ). The primary school measurement instrument STEBI [8] is the basis for many measurement instruments (Table A1 ; further information on the instruments). The STEBI was one of the first instruments to measure self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. It allows global ratings of self-efficacy beliefs. It "was a useful tool in its time", but the dynamic changes in science education require new instruments [21] (p. 144). A more specific and multidimensional [9] scope could provide more specific insights. Subsequently, some measurement instruments utilized a literature-based conceptualization [22] [23] [24] [25] , while only a few researchers developed curricular-valid instruments [22, 25] .
New focuses on diversity [23] and content knowledge [22, 24] were established. Based on the STEBI, these instruments [22] [23] [24] measure more globally and do not focus on different facets of specific science or biology teaching issues. Two instruments adapted the STEBI in a straightforward way for physics and biology as a brief global measurement [26, 27] . The literature-based measurement instrument for teaching biology [22] would necessitate an adaption for science on a more specific level, which would include more facets of teaching. Moreover, as with the biology curriculum, concepts for chemistry and physics would be necessary. The literature-based as well as curricular valid instrument of Walan and Chang Rundgren [25] , independent of the STEBI, integrates current research and curricula in Sweden for pre-and primary school in a more specific way. However, the researchers integrated only three of the various dimensions into the pre-and primary school instruments [25] , which resulted in a limited scope. The 3-point Likert-scale employed in the instrument [25] also provides only limited information. Despite constant enhancement (diverse focuses and increasing specificity), theory-based approaches are generally lacking in the development of a measurement instrument. The inclusion of obstacles during item construction (systematically) should also receive consideration.
Moreover, both deficits usually occur within research into self-efficacy beliefs for teaching biology, chemistry, physics, and science in secondary education (Table A2 ; further information on the instruments). Except for the rather theory-based approach of Vidwans [28] , which needs more research concerning the empirical operationalization and the factor-analytic foundation of the theoretical components, the present measurement instruments do not seem to be theory-based [29] [30] [31] . Vidwans' instrument [28] newly focuses on culturally responsive pedagogy in science. However, it does not focus on the range of science-specific teaching issues [28] . The utilization of the STEBI and other instruments provides advancement for measuring self-efficacy beliefs of physics teaching [29] . Like the STEBI, the instrument is on a global level [29] . Pruski et al. [31] provide an improvement of the measurement instrument SETAKIST [24] with ambitious statistical modeling, but it remains a global measurement and suffers from psychometric issues. The most recent and independent measurement is for physics teaching [30] . It is more specific than previous instruments and integrates obstacles, albeit unsystematically [30] . It investigates four dimensions in-depth but could include a broader range of teaching issues [30] . The distinction between planning and performing in this instrument [30] is questionable (cf. [32] ), and the competencies derive from different research projects, not based on one established model [33] . Especially, when integrating biology and chemistry, an adaption of the instrument to science would need to include more disciplinary aspects for teaching these subjects, e.g., instructional strategies. None of these measurement instruments for secondary education seem to be both literature-based and curricular valid. Researchers only recently incorporated obstacles into the measurement instrument for physics teaching [30] but relatively unsystematically. For interpreting single items or factors, systematical or standardized obstacles could be better.
Thus, an adaptation of existing instruments would be laborious. Only one instrument could be theory-based [28] , while the majority of instruments produce rather global measurements [8, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 31] , are not specific enough [30] or are for primary education [8, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Only one instrument [30] includes obstacles but in an alternative way and for one subject. No theory-based instrument with obstacles exists for more than one subject. Consequently, a new theory-and literature-based, as well as a curricular valid, measurement instrument, that systematically considers obstacles is required in the field of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching at grammar and comprehensive schools. Moreover, for primary and secondary education the empirical factors from previous measurement instruments only range from one [8] to four content-related factors, which are distinguished in regard to planning and performance [30] . This limited scope further complicates the differentiated consideration of learning capabilities and successes of education.
Model of Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Teaching Science
Defining pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and assuming its components have a long tradition in research (cf. [34] for a summary). This research began with Shulman [35, 36] and continues today with the consensus [37] and refined consensus model [1] . Of the many models, we highlight one recent model that addresses the components of PCK for teaching science in detail, unlike the consensus [37] or refined consensus model [1] , which is the pentagon model of PCK for teaching science [38] . The basis for this model derives from Magnusson et al. [39] , which considers PCK in the context of science teaching. The hierarchic model [39] contains five categories with different subcategories. The four categories (Knowledge of Students' Understanding of Science, Knowledge of Science Curricula, Knowledge of Assessment of Scientific Literacy and Knowledge of Instructional Strategies) display an interaction with the superordinate category of Orientation to Teaching Science [39] . The model contains knowledge and beliefs for each category [39] . For our purposes, we focused on knowledge, like Park and Chen [38] .
Based on empirical results, Park [40] , Park and Oliver [41, 42] , and Park and Chen [38] developed the model from Magnusson et al. [39] into the pentagon model of PCK for teaching science [38] . For this, they qualitatively analyzed, among other things, classroom observations and interviews with teachers (e.g., [38] ). The model from Park and Chen [38] includes five equivalent and relational categories with further subcategories:
1.
Orientation to Teaching Science includes the beliefs of teachers regarding the goals and purposes of science teaching [41] , derived from Grossman [43] .
2.
Knowledge of Students' Understanding in Science includes the subcategories of knowledge of students' Misconceptions, Learning Difficulties, Motivation, Interest, and Need [41] .
3.
Knowledge of Science Curriculum, derived from Grossman [43] , comprises three subcategories: Curriculum Materials, Horizontal Curriculum, and Vertical Curriculum [41] . The Horizontal Curriculum knowledge includes the goals of the subject for the topics, and the Vertical Curriculum includes the sequence of the goals over the school time [39, 43] . Curriculum Materials are curricular-valid materials for teaching specific topics [41, 43] .
4.
Knowledge of Assessment of Science Learning, derived from Tamir [44] , includes knowledge divided into two subcategories: Dimensions of Science Learning to Assess and appropriate Methods of Assessing Science Learning [41] .
5.
Knowledge of Instructional Strategies (and Representations) for Teaching Science contains three subcategories: knowledge of Subject/Science-specific Strategies, (Topic-specific Strategies:) Activities, and Representations [39, 41] . Subject/Science-specific Strategies are general instructions of science teaching like conceptual change strategies [41] ; Activities are natural scientific methods like experiments and Representations are, for example, models [39] .
Relationship of Experience and Content Knowledge with Self-Efficacy Beliefs
According to Bandura, there are four sources of self-efficacy beliefs-direct (enactive mastery, respectively) experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective states [9] . Direct and positive practical experience is considered the most important source of self-efficacy beliefs [9] . In addition, practical experience in science teaching is a predictor (β = 0.26, controlled for gender) for self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching [18] . Considered in terms of groups with diverse levels of science teaching experience, more teaching experience relates to higher self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching (medium and strong effect size) [45] . These findings serve as examples to illustrate this relationship. No correlation with, or effect of, practical experience appeared, for example, with general teaching self-efficacy beliefs [46, 47] or self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching (pre-post-design [48] ).
Another meaningful part of teachers' professional competence, besides PCK, is content knowledge (CK) [12] . There are suggestions that having more natural scientific CK results in higher self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching [49] . In addition, research shows that self-rated CK (srCK) in natural sciences relates to the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching [45, 50] .
Research Question and Hypotheses
We highlighted a need for a theory-based instrument to measure the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching that meets the current challenges and the state of research. The divergent validity is determined by the relative weakness of the correlation of the factors, as they should be distinct (cf. [20] ). From these findings, we derived the following research question to generate the first hypotheses about the factor structure and to investigate the divergent validity of the measurement instrument:
Which evidence can be identified to prove the subcategories based on the PCK model for self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching empirically?
To provide more evidence, we formulated two hypotheses to investigate possible indicators of the concurrent and divergent validity of the measurement instrument. The theoretical base [9] , as well as several positive findings in the specific natural scientific context (e.g., [18, 45] ) resulted in the assumption of a positive correlation between direct, practical science teaching experience and self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. The correlation between the instrument and a criterion (measured at the same time) tests for concurrent validity [20] . The exemplary negative finding in the science context only surveyed advanced pre-service teachers using a pre-post-design [48] . Thus, the relatively high experience could explain the missing correlation. Therefore, the derivation of the following hypothesis regarding concurrent validity, as a type of criterion validity, excludes the latter finding. Hypothesis 1 (H1). Self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching and practical teaching experience are positively correlated.
In research, self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching and srCK in science display a positive correlation [45, 50] . Thus, we assumed a positive correlation of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching with srCK of curricular-valid content of biology, chemistry, and physics teaching in Germany as well. Despite the expected correlation, both constructs are, nevertheless, substantially different. Thus, the correlations examine divergent validity, as the constructs should be correlated, but low, as they are distinct constructs [20] . These findings result in the following hypothesis regarding divergent validity. Hypothesis 2 (H2). Self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching and srCK in biology, chemistry, and physics are positively correlated.
Materials and Methods

Sample
In a cross-sectional design, N = 114 participants (pre-service and trainee teachers) completed a survey between July and October 2017 as part of the "Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung". The "Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung" is a joint program between Germany and its federal states to improve teacher education. The "Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung", among other things, seeks to address the issue of interdisciplinary (science) teaching. The list of selected universities resulted from the restrictions of numerous surveys of several universities within the nationwide program "Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung". Restrictions were mandatory to ensure that the pre-service teachers would not receive an overload of testing. It was not possible to survey systematically every type of pre-service teacher at each of the universities. However, the sample is sufficient for the exploratory approach, as all necessary subjects and phases of teacher education at the university are addressed. Assuming a close middle effect (0.3) for the first hypothesis, calculations with G*Power (version 3.1.9.2; Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany) showed, in advance, that 115 participants were necessary for the mathematically comparable Pearson's correlation. Thus, the present sample was sufficient for detecting substantial effects. A total of 62.3% of the test participants were women, 34.2% were men, and 4 provided no statement. The test participants were from Lower Saxony (44.7%), Rhineland-Palatinate (32.5%), North Rhine-Westphalia (15.8%), and Hesse (7.0%). A total of 36.8% studied biology, 7.0% chemistry, 14.9% physics, 26.3% earth science, 12.3% biology and chemistry, 0.9% chemistry and physics, and 1.8% biology and earth science. Pre-service teachers only studying earth science completed the survey due to their partial natural science studies. A total of 75.4% of the test participants studied to teach at grammar or comprehensive schools, while 23.7% prepared for other types of school contexts. Overall, 42.1% were undergraduate students, and 40.4% were Master of Education students (six test participants completed their degrees shortly before the study). The studies of 7% of the test participants ended with the first state examination, and 5.3% were trainee teachers. Undergraduate students completed 4.41 semesters (SD = 1.21) and taught 1.17 lessons (SD = 1.79) of 45-min in duration in the natural sciences (i.e., biology, chemistry, physics, science). Master of Education students completed 11.37 semesters (SD = 3.04) in total and taught 23.54 45-min lessons (SD = 55.89) in the natural science subjects (see above).
Measurement Instruments
The Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Interdisciplinary Science Teaching (SElf-ST) Instrument
We aimed to develop a draft for an instrument to measure self-efficacy beliefs regarding the demands of interdisciplinary science teaching for pre-and in-service teachers (according to Labudde [7] , the definition of integrated science includes biology, chemistry, and physics as one subject). The construct of interest is self-efficacy beliefs relating to the beliefs to execute actions [9] . We base them on the PCK model, which contains knowledge [38] . Consequently, it was necessary to adapt the PCK to action to measure self-efficacy beliefs. We derived actions for self-efficacy beliefs from the subcategories of PCK [38] . Thus, we chose a PCK model [38] to operationalize the skills of all science subjects needed by pre-and in-service teachers for a theory-based instrument of self-efficacy beliefs. We used only interdisciplinary items to measure the real demand in interdisciplinary teaching. Disciplinary items would be too numerous and would not explicitly measure the actual challenge, i.e., interdisciplinary teaching of all three subjects. Thus, the PCK of all three subjects is integrated simultaneously, and interdisciplinary science teaching is used as the obstacle. Therefore, disciplinary issues are integrated nevertheless. Moreover, disciplinary items would complicate a consistent obstacle.
The researchers did not choose the consensus model [37] as it does not specify the components of PCK in detail [1, 34] and focuses more on the impacts of PCK and its context factors (e.g., other parts of professional knowledge) [1] . We aimed to operationalize the facets of PCK for self-efficacy beliefs. Even the refined consensus model [1] does not specify the components of PCK, as did Park and Chen [38] . The refined consensus model is no replacement for previous models [1] . In the light of the refined consensus model, one could name our PCK the collective PCK (cPCK) [1] as it is in line with "what teachers need to know" [51] (p. 122). This cPCK has not been sufficiently defined to date [51] . We use the model from Park and Chen [38] to specify cPCK. The test participants rate their self-efficacy beliefs regarding the cPCK. Thereby, they consider their personal PCK (pPCK). Rating the use of this cPCK is the focus, as self-efficacy beliefs focus on action.
Consequently, we operationalized the in-depth described subcategories from four categories of the (c)PCK model of Park and Chen [38] (Section 1.2) for actions regarding teaching. Thus, the items measure self-efficacy beliefs. Only the subcategories of Misconceptions, Motivation, Interest, and Needs were summarized as the subcategory Needs. We did not operationalize the fifth category, Orientation to Teaching Science. It does not contain a learnable competence, and a challenging situation to overcome is, therefore, not reasonable to formulate. However, both issues are mandatory for the operationalization of self-efficacy beliefs, according to Schwarzer and Jerusalem [52] and Bandura [9] .
With the PCK model [38] as the guiding model, current research findings (literature-based), as well as curricula and (teacher) educational standards (regarding biology, chemistry, and physics; curricular valid), were used to specify the adapted subcategories for self-efficacy beliefs. The researchers used the following sources for literature-based and curricular valid item development of the self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST) instrument: requirements for teacher education [53] ; two books about science education [54, 55] ; the educational standards for learning outcomes in biology [56] , chemistry [57] , and physics [58] ; the core curriculum for teaching science in grammar school [59] , as it distinguishes between biology, chemistry, and physics; as well as an article about curricular materials [60] .
The researchers also used established approaches to measure self-efficacy beliefs: (1) the wording "I can . . . " at the beginning of phrases for rating their skills [9] ; (2) the use of present tense instead of future tense to measure present skills, not potential future skills [9] ; and (3) the use of an obstacle or demanding situation to overcome, so that the task is not too easy [9, 11] .
To avoid the problem of unsystematic variation of obstacles, we standardized the obstacle on a content-related level. Interdisciplinary science teaching is the obstacle for all items of the SElf-ST instrument (in three slightly different wordings), which ensures a certain level of difficulty for all items. Based on this standardization, the different tasks of the items have varying levels of difficulty. The content-related standardized obstacle allows interpretations of the items only relating to the task in the context of interdisciplinary science teaching. Unsystematic varying obstacles additional to interdisciplinary science teaching would further complicate this interpretation. Overall, this standardization is a parsimonious solution for integrating obstacles. To ensure the interpretation of the obstacle, it is always labeled with a footnote about what interdisciplinary science teaching means: "Imparting biological, chemical, and physical as well as natural scientific concepts, and ways of thinking and working." To avoid measuring knowledge (of technical terms), we explained the terms in footnotes, when deemed necessary. If reasonable and possible, the researchers provided illustrated items, by means of examples from the three natural scientific subjects:
"Even in natural scientific teaching [= obstacle], I can . . . . . . consider students' difficulties with ethically complex questions (for example, regarding the topics animal testing, climate change, atomic energy)." (Table A3 , item b_4)
. . . use models as research tools (for example, hypothesizing and hypothesis testing with the atomic model, the model of a nerve cell, the model of a wind tunnel)." (Table A3 , item h_7)
Based on the subcategories of the PCK model ( [38] , Section 1.2), we developed six self-efficacy beliefs items for the subcategory Curriculum Materials, five for the subcategory Learning Difficulties, five for the summarized subcategory Needs, five for the subcategory Vertical, five for the subcategory Horizontal Curriculum, seven for the subcategory Dimensions of Science Learning/Scientific Literacy to Assess, five for the subcategory Methods of Assessing Science Learning, ten for the subcategory Subject/Science-specific Strategies, ten for the subcategory Activities, and five for the subcategory Representations. In sum, the researchers developed 63 items for the first version of the SElf-ST instrument based on and summed under the subcategories of the PCK model [38] . Some items were more science-specific than others. This development results in mostly science-specific items, as well as a few that were more generic, as they apply to teaching all subjects (e.g., methods of evaluation or some instructional strategies).
In accordance with two studies about general teaching self-efficacy [61, 62] , the researchers applied a four-point response scale, which included"Is not right" (1), "Is a little right" (2), "Is rather right" (3), and "Is exactly right" (4) .
Initially, a pilot study of the SElf-ST instrument tested N = 10 pre-service teachers to identify potential improvements and to solicit remarks. A total of 80% were women, 80% were Master of Education students, 80% studied biology, and 20% studied biology and chemistry. A total of 62 items showed no problems in understanding. Only one item (Table A3 , item f_3) required adjustment based on evidence. Thus, the researchers deemed the items to be comprehensible and appropriate. The resulting second version of the SElf-ST instrument contained 63 items [63].
Validation Measurement Instruments
First, researchers conducted a survey of the number of lessons in biology, chemistry, physics, and science that pre-service teachers taught as a part of practical training in a school. The survey included the number of lessons taught by trainee teachers. The researchers, then, aggregated the disciplinary values for each person.
Second, we applied the factor-analytic tested, curricular-valid measurement instrument of Handtke et al. [64] for srCK in the natural sciences, which has foundations in the curricular requirements for grammar schools [59] and contains 20 items. They load on three factors: Biology (eight items, Cronbach's α = 0.92, λ = 0.640 to 0.881), Chemistry (five items, α = 0.94, λ = −0.727 to −0.902), and Physics (seven items, α = 0.95, λ = 0.728 to 0.903). The four-point response scale includes, "Do not agree at all" (1), "Do rather not agree" (2), "Do rather agree" (3), and "Fully agree" (4). This measurement instrument includes the core ideas of the core curriculum and three general assessments on whether the test participants believe that they have the CK to teach the biological, chemical, and physical parts involved in interdisciplinary science teaching. One example regarding the core ideas is: "I know very much about the core idea . . . . . . history and relationship (e.g., groups of vertebrates, pedigree analysis as well as homology, and analogy)".
The questionnaire always began by requesting personal data (e.g., subjects, finished practical training, course of study), followed by the measurement instruments for srCK in science [64] and for self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching [63] (the second version of the SElf-ST instrument) and the self-efficacy beliefs of teaching education for sustainable development instrument. Some test participants completed a survey about their knowledge concerning biodiversity and climate change following the Self-ST instrument. The test participants completed surveys within courses, as well as beyond courses. They received a financial reward for completing beyond courses. The reward was €15 for completing everything and €10 for those not completing the survey on knowledge concerning biodiversity and climate change. The average time required for completing the questionnaire about srCK in science and the SElf-ST instrument (second version) was approximately 20 min.
Analysis
The researchers analyzed the data with the statistics program SPSS Statistics 24 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The measurement instrument basis is from a PCK model [38] , which has a design to measure for knowledge and not self-efficacy beliefs. The appropriateness of the model for self-efficacy beliefs required testing by an exploratory factor analysis (EFA). In addition, the exploratory approach directly reveals concrete discrepancies between the theoretical and empirical (adapted) model. The PCK model development has a basis in qualitative data [e.g., 38] . A previous version of the PCK model contains self-efficacy beliefs as an independent category [41] . Likely due to insufficient evidence, removal of the category was, again, necessary [42] . In general, the EFA can be appropriate for measurement instrument development despite an existing theory [65] . The strength of the theory is decisive [65] , and as argued before, the PCK model has some weaknesses. For our measurement instrument of self-efficacy beliefs, the PCK model needs to be adapted to self-efficacy beliefs first. In sum, as a first draft for a new measurement instrument for self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching, the EFA seems to be appropriate for generating hypotheses about the factor structure regarding self-efficacy beliefs. After adapting the PCK model to self-efficacy beliefs, this draft can be checked with a confirmatory factor analysis in a subsequent study for further examination [66] .
According to Bühner [67] , the sample size is sufficient for an EFA. After checking the prerequisites (e.g., Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value, Bartlett's Test [68] ), the researchers chose the principal factor analysis (PFA) as the extraction method because the PFA aims at determining latent variables [69] . Due to a lack of a normal distribution, the maximum-likelihood method could not be applied [70] . The eigenvalues (Kaiser-Guttman criterion [71, 72] ) and the scree plot [73] results provided identification of the number of factors, although researchers considered the scree plot as less important due to its subjectivity [67] . The usage of oblique rotation (cf. [66] ) direct oblimin allowed for correlations between the factors, as they seem possible from a theoretical point of view (cf. [38] ). After checking the parameter, the pattern matrix received consideration by the researchers (pairwise deletion, display of loadings ≥0.3). Besides the loading (≥0.3) [68] , the content-related fit of the items to the respective factors also received consideration [67] . With each item removal from the analysis, the researchers reran the EFA with the remaining items [68] . For computing the factor scores, researchers used the weighted mean [74] . As an exploratory approach, we completed the data computation in metric values. Due to the lack of normal distribution and outliers in teaching experience (Section 2.1), Spearman's correlation was applied [68] . Then, the researchers interpreted the correlations according to Cohen [75] (r ≥ 0.1: small, r ≥ 0.3: medium, r ≥ 0.5: large). Due to multiple significance testing, we used the Benjamini-Hochberg method in RStudio (version 1.2.1335) to adjust the p-values [76] . The approach has greater power than the Bonferroni method, for example, [76] and thus is appropriate for an exploratory approach to identify possible relations and reduce the beta error.
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The KMO value confirms the adequacy of the sample for the PFA; KMO = 0.858 ("meritorious" according to Kaiser and Rice [77] (p. 112)). Bartlett's test of sphericity is significant, χ 2 (820) = 2496.87, p < 0.001. After six reruns due to the removal of items, 41 of the 63 constructed items remained, fitting the demands and being content-related interpretable. The scree plot was ambiguous, as the only clear "elbow" was between the first and second factor. However, with the aim of measuring self-efficacy beliefs as multidimensional, as recommended by Bandura [9] , a one-factor solution is not appropriate. Thus, and because of the subjectivity of the scree plot [67] , we applied only the eigenvalues. In the final sixth PFA, ten factors had an eigenvalue above Kaiser's criterion of one. After extraction, and through these ten factors, we explained 58.79% of the variance in combination. Lists of the ten factors of the SElf-ST instrument (final version) after rotation, their basic indices, and the accordance with the underlying knowledge subcategories of the PCK model are in Table 1 . The pattern matrix, after six reruns of the PFA, and the item loadings (≥ 0.3) are in Table A3 . Table 1 . Ten factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST) instrument (final version, sorted by eigenvalues). Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) model according to Park and Chen [38] . α = Cronbach's alpha, n = number of items, M = observed mean, SD = standard deviation and λ = factor loadings. Accordance of self-efficacy belief factors with the (pedagogical content) knowledge model:
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The KMO value confirms the adequacy of the sample for the PFA; KMO = 0.858 ("meritorious" according to Kaiser and Rice [77] (p. 112)). Bartlett's test of sphericity is significant, χ 2 (820) = 2496.87, p < 0.001. After six reruns due to the removal of items, 41 of the 63 constructed items remained, fitting the demands and being content-related interpretable. The scree plot was ambiguous, as the only clear "elbow" was between the first and second factor. However, with the aim of measuring self-efficacy beliefs as multidimensional, as recommended by Bandura [9] , a one-factor solution is not appropriate. Thus, and because of the subjectivity of the scree plot [67] , we applied only the eigenvalues. In the final sixth PFA, ten factors had an eigenvalue above Kaiser's criterion of one. After extraction, and through these ten factors, we explained 58.79% of the variance in combination. Lists of the ten factors of the SElf-ST instrument (final version) after rotation, their basic indices, and the accordance with the underlying knowledge subcategories of the PCK model are in Table 1 . The pattern matrix, after six reruns of the PFA, and the item loadings (≥ 0.3) are in Table A3 . Table 1 . Ten factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST) instrument (final version, sorted by eigenvalues). Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) model according to Park and Chen [38] . α = Cronbach's alpha, n = number of items, M = observed mean, SD = standard deviation and λ = factor loadings. Accordance of self-efficacy belief factors with the (pedagogical content) knowledge model:  = coincident  = partially coincident. S = science-specific factor, G = generic factor. Cronbach's α of the factors are at least acceptable [68] and range from 0.70 to 0.86. The means of the factors of the SElf-ST instrument (final version) range from 2.88 (SD = 0.51) to 3.42 (SD = 0.59), overall, with an observed mean of 3.07 (SD = 0.42). Each subcategory of the four PCK model categories [38] is represented by at least one empirical factor that has three or more items ( Table 1 ). The names of the fitting knowledge subcategories and self-efficacy belief factors differ, as the PCK model contains subcategories of knowledge, and the empirical factors describe action regarding the area of knowledge. Thus, they can vary in their name but, nevertheless, go together. As previously stated (Section 2.2.1), some factors are (partly) generic due to their meaning for various subjects. Media and evaluation methods, as well as some general instructional strategies, are generic, which leads to two generic ( Table 1 , factors 2 and 7) and one partly generic (Table 1, factor 9) factor.
One part of the curriculum items (d in Table A3 ) now loads on the two factors of content-and process-related competencies-content knowledge ( Table 1, factor 10; Table A3 , items d_4, d_9) and scientific inquiry and communication ( Table 1, factor 4; Table A3 , items d_1, d_2, d_6, d_7). Both factors are completed with one item each, one concerning the consideration of different learning conditions by differentiation (Table A3 , item c_4), while the other concerns the survey of content knowledge (Table A3 , item e_1). The remaining curriculum items relate to socio-scientific decision making (Table A3 , items d_3, d_8) and load with two further items, which concern consideration of difficulties with ethically complex issues (Table A3 , item b_4) and surveying socio-scientific decision making (Table A3 , item e_7), on the new factor Teaching Ethically Relevant Issues of Applied Science. The items e_1 and e_7 (Table A3 ) were the only ones with a substantial second-factor loading (≥0.3). We decided to assign them to their topic-specific factor, as the loadings were similar (Table A3) ; the first factor was represented well, even without them. From a psychometric view, this ensured that all factors contained at least three items. The items of the separated subcategories Learning Difficulties and Needs of the same category (Section 1.2) now load together on Considering Learning Difficulties and Needs of Students in Science (Tables 1 and A3, factor 8). Another item, regarding the application of models (Table A3 , item i_1) of the subcategory Representations, now loads on the factor Applying Natural Scientific Working Methods. Table 2 shows Spearman's correlations between the factors of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching (factors 1-10), the lessons taught (in practical training) in school(s) (factor 11), and the factors of the srCK in science (factors [12] [13] [14] .
First Indicators of the Validity of the SElf-ST Instrument
The correlations between the factors of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching range from 0.20 to 0.56 (p < 0.05). Regarding the first hypothesis (H1), nine of the ten factors of self-efficacy beliefs showed a low to medium (r = 0.20-0.37, p < 0.05) correlation with the number of lessons taught. Four central science-specific factors-Differentiated Fostering of Scientific Inquiry and Communication in Science, Using Subject-specific Materials in Science, Applying Natural Scientific Working Methods, and Surveying and Fostering Natural Scientific Content Knowledge-showed a medium correlation (r = 0.33-0.37, p < 0.01). Three science-specific factors-Surveying Dimensions of Scientific Literacy, Teaching Ethically Relevant Issues of Applied Science, and Considering Learning Difficulties and Needs of Students in Science-showed a low (r = 0.20-0.24, p < 0.05) correlation with the lessons taught. One generic factor-Applying Media-and one partly generic factor-Including Science-specific and General Instructional Strategies-showed low correlations (r = 0.25-0.26, p < 0.01). The generic factor Applying Methods of Evaluation had no significant correlation.
Regarding the second hypothesis (H2), excluding one correlation-Using Subject-specific Materials in Science with Self-rated Content Knowledge in Physics (r = 0.22, p < 0.05)-the analyses showed medium correlations (r = 0.31-0.45, p < 0.01) of three central science-specific factors-Using Subject-specific Materials in Science, Applying Natural Scientific Working Methods, and Surveying and Fostering Natural Scientific Content Knowledge-with the three factors of srCK. Two generic factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching-Applying Media and Applying Methods of Evaluation-had no significant correlation with the factors of the srCK in science. However, every (even only partial) science-specific factor of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching showed a low (or medium) positive correlation with the srCK in one or more of the subjects of biology, chemistry, or physics (H2; r = 0.19-0.49, p < 0.05). Table 2 . Spearman's correlations between the (weighted) factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST) instrument (final version; factors 1-10), the lessons taught (in practical training) in schools (factor 11) and the (weighted) factors of the self-rated content knowledge in science (factors [12] [13] [14] . Adjusted p-values with Benjamini-Hochberg method due to multiple significance testing. 
Discussion
The Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Interdisciplinary Science Teaching (SElf-ST) Instrument
This draft for a new measurement instrument of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching is aimed at teaching interdisciplinary science at grammar or comprehensive schools. Many existing measurement instruments for science subjects refer to the primary school (Table A1 ). Overall, the measurement instruments reflect different focuses and aims (Section 1.1). Thus, they are often limited to one empirical factor [8, 29] or maximally contain four content-related empirical factors, differentiated by planning and performance [30] . The presented draft for a measurement instrument with ten theory-based (PCK) factors could enable differentiated analyses of learning capabilities and education successes, thus, providing starting points for an evidence-based advancement of teacher education for science teaching. The EFA provides initial indicators for the differentiation of these ten different factors for science teaching (more evidence, see: Section 4.2).
To date, a theory-based operationalization of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching has been rather neglected in research (see Section 1.1). For example, the measurement instrument of Gibson and Dembo [78] was developed to STEBI-A and -B by modifying and adding further items, as well as by a subsequent expert survey [8, 79] . The STEBI was a milestone in measuring self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. To date, this measurement instrument has deficits in regard to current teachers' professional competence, standards, and core curricula. In addition, measurement instruments like the STEBI have been modified based on a literature review or further developed by new items, which introduces new focuses [23, 24] . However, they remained rather global. Regardless of the STEBI, for example, there is one measurement instrument that is simultaneously based on a literature review and the (Swedish) curricula for pre-school and compulsory school [25] . It focuses on being time-saving [25] . Rarely have self-efficacy instruments in this area been developed based on a model as a guiding principle, as attempted by Vidwans [28] , with culturally responsive pedagogy (for criticism, see Table A2 and Section 1.1). Our draft for a new measurement instrument could be the first to meet these three requirements-literature-based, theory-based, and curricular-valid. The integration of current research findings, the integration of the curricula, as well as indicators for curricular validity (see below), and the result of the EFA, according to the model, support this claim. In addition, our draft could be internationally compatible due to the international relevant PCK model [38] . This underlying model could enable specific conclusions about the learning outcomes of teacher education as well.
Apart from lacking a theory-based or a specific multi-faceted measurement, another reason for developing a new measurement instrument is the limited integration of obstacles thus far. Our new draft for a measurement instrument, in contrast to many previous measurement instruments (Section 1.1), would meet the construction rule of an obstacle [9, 11] . Items not integrating an obstacle could violate the construction rules and be too easy [9] . To avoid the issue of systematic variation, we used one content-related standardized obstacle (three slightly different wordings) for all items-interdisciplinary science teaching. In contrast to unsystematically varying obstacles, this standardization could be an innovative and parsimonious approach for an unambiguous interpretation of the content-related challenges of each item in teaching the natural sciences.
Besides the subcategories of the PCK model from Park and Chen [38] , Teaching Ethically Relevant Issues of Applied Science emerged as an additional factor. It contains, among other things, horizontal and vertical fostering of socio-scientific decision making, which is curricular-demanded for science [56] [57] [58] . The consideration of ethically relevant issues is an evident gap in Park and Chen's [38] model. The new factor could meet this requirement.
The items regarding the curriculum are aggregated as one factor for content knowledge, one for scientific inquiry and communication, and one for ethically relevant issues, including socio-scientific decision making. Against the background of content-and process-related competencies, and trying to develop a curricular-valid measurement instrument (cf. [56] [57] [58] [59] ), this arrangement seems to be plausible and provides an indicator for curricular validity (i.e., a type of content validity [20] ). These three factors are complemented with varying numbers of items concerning the consideration of different learning conditions by differentiation (Table A3 , item c_4), surveying scientific literacy (Table A3 , items e_1 and e_7), and considering difficulties with ethically complex issues (Table A3 , item b_4).
In accordance with the theory, the items of Learning Difficulties and Needs (Table A3 , items b_1-3 and c_1-2) load on the joint empirical factor Considering Learning Difficulties and Needs of Students in Science, as they belong to the same category of the PCK model [38] . The applying models item (Table A3 , item i_1), of the subcategory Representations, is now part of Applying Natural Scientific Working Methods. The underlying subcategory is Activities. Both subcategories are part of the same category-Topic-specific Strategies (Section 1.2) . Therefore, the arrangement is comprehensible. In sum, despite adapting to current challenges, like curricula and the state of research, the operationalized theoretical (sub)categories could be empirically found to a great extent as first hypotheses about the factor structure.
The test participants showed observed means on the factors from 2.88 to 3.42 (theoretical mean = 2.5) and, an overall observed mean of 3.07 (SD = 0.42). Exceeding the theoretical mean rather indicates positive self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. In comparison to other studies about self-efficacy beliefs, this finding proves to be according to expectations (Table 3 ). Studies with pre-service teachers [8, 33] , as well as studies with in-service teachers [28, 61] , show similarly high values, which are comparable to the sample of predominantly pre-service teachers in this study. [28] Science/General -7.20 5 (0 to 10)
We want to emphasize two content-related reasons that potentially elicit the rather positive self-efficacy beliefs-the misjudgments of the pre-service teachers and the similarity of the didactics. One reason could be that (prospective) teachers overestimate their abilities [80] , underestimate the challenges [81] , or do not know which skills are required [22] . These possible misjudgments could result in (too) high self-efficacy beliefs. Another potential reason is that the measured PCK in science consists of the PCK in biology, chemistry, and physics. The curricula of these three subjects show various similarities and overlaps [7] . All the subjects have the same three spheres of procedural competence and, e.g., share the common topics experiments, using models, and appropriate argumentation (cf. [59] ). Thus, someone studying biology, chemistry, or physics seems to be unlikely to state, "Is not right" (1) and rather seems to state "Is a little right"(2), or "Is rather right"(3) as the PCK of at least one subject is well-known. Having predominantly biology, chemistry, and physics pre-service teachers in the sample, could cause this rather positive self-efficacy beliefs. This conclusion is supported by 34 of the 41 items most frequently answered with "Is rather right" (3). This finding rather contradicts questions regarding extreme ceiling effects, as "Is exactly right" (4) was most frequently chosen only six times ((3) and (4) were equivalently chosen one time).
In the present study, the factors Applying Media (M = 3.42, SD = 0.59) and Considering Learning Difficulties and Needs of Students in Science (M = 3.24, SD = 0.50) showed very positive values. Both contain basic requirements for every teacher, which are addressed early in teacher education (e.g., students' conceptions, typical mistakes during experimenting). Lecturers of biology education support this claim, as they highlight the importance of fostering competence in regard to methods and media [82] . In addition, well-founded knowledge of students' attributes is one aim of teacher education at the university level [83] .
Less positive, in comparison, are the means of the factors Teaching Ethically Relevant Issues of Applied Science (M = 2.97, SD = 0.67), Applying Methods of Evaluation (M = 2.93, SD = 0.61), and Differentiated Fostering of Scientific Inquiry and Communication in Science (M = 2.88, SD = 0.51). The slightly lower means in the area of ethics and socio-scientific decision making can be explained by the means of the interview studies, wherein teachers expressed difficulties with diagnosing [84] and fostering [85] socio-scientific decision making. Whereas the internship of trainee teachers should lead to mastering the evaluation of performance, the university should teach the basics of performance evaluation [83] . Thus, mastering methods of evaluation is addressed at a later stage after university. In this study, we surveyed the subjective mastering of these methods of students, especially. The observed mean is in accordance with the requirements for teacher education [83] and could suggest curricular validity. Regarding Differentiated Fostering of Scientific Inquiry and Communication in Science, surveying biology pre-service teachers showed that they believe that, among other things, communication competence is least fostered in teacher education [82] . According to lecturers in biology education, differentiation is rather less fostered as well [82] . These findings could be starting points for explaining the lower means of the three factors mentioned above.
First Indicators of the Validity of the SElf-ST Instrument
Besides the indicators on curricular validity stated before, this study could produce the first indicators of reliability and different types of validity for the SElf-ST instrument. The factors of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching show at least acceptable values for Cronbach's α and good values for the PFA parameters (e.g., KMO value = 0.858). The relatively low intercorrelations of the factors for the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching rather support the divergent validity of ten separated factors as they are correlated, but low, as they are distinct constructs. These findings address the research question in regard to identifying empirical evidence for proving the subcategories based on the PCK model for self-efficacy beliefs. The low and medium correlations of teaching experience with the factors of self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching (H1; except generic factor Applying Methods of Evaluation) support, according to concurrent validity, the theoretical assumption that direct teaching experience positively correlates with self-efficacy beliefs [9] .
Against the background of Bandura claiming direct experience to be the most important source [9] , higher correlations could have been expected. Due to the different contexts between the most surveyed teaching experiences-biology, chemistry, and physics-and the interdisciplinary self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching, it seems comprehensible that the correlations with teaching experience are not strong, according to context specificity [10] . Examining the other sources-vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective states [9] -could reveal the most effective source of self-efficacy beliefs in our context. Science methods courses (e.g., [13] ) could be aligned with the most effective source. As a first finding, this paper reveals direct experience in teaching biology, chemistry, physics, or science to be correlated with self-efficacy beliefs as an indicator for concurrent validity and as one possible starting-point for improving professional development in teacher education, including self-efficacy beliefs.
The low (or medium) correlations of every (even only partial) science-specific factor of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching with the srCK in no less than one of the subjects (H2) support the theoretical assumption that srCK positively relates to self-efficacy beliefs [45, 50] . At the same time, the low correlations prove them as separated constructs, which argues for divergent validity.
Generally speaking, central science-specific factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching indicate primarily medium correlations with practical teaching experience (H1) and low or medium correlations with the srCK in science (H2). In contrast, (rather) generic factors show low(er) or no correlations. According to the context specificity of self-efficacy beliefs [10] , for both hypotheses, (rather) generic factors show lesser correlations with natural sciences teaching experience, or srCK in science, than science-specific factors, due to the different context. This finding is a further indicator of divergent validity, as generic factors differ from the science-specific context.
Against the background of the context specificity, dividing srCK into biology, chemistry, and physics could result in some science-specific factors of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching being correlated with only one or two factors of srCK in science. This assumption is supported by the contexts, or subjects, not being completely identical. The finding that every (even only partial) science-specific factor of the self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching is still correlated with at least one factor of the srCK in science (H2) [45, 50] can be interpreted as an indicator of divergent validity.
Limitations
Due to the "Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerbildung" having numerous simultaneous surveys, test participants from different universities could not be included in the sample as planned. This limitation should be addressed in a subsequent study. In addition, the sample only contains a small number of trainee teachers.
Dividing srCK among the three natural science subjects displays the reality of teacher education. However, an interdisciplinary construct was compared with disciplinary constructs. This information should be considered by interpreting the correlations. Moreover, the composition and size of the sample possibly resulted in not all of the science-specific factors correlating significantly with all the srCK factors. In this study, srCK, not CK was measured. This limitation was unavoidable due to time restrictions, as three subject area surveys (biology, chemistry, and physics) would need to be conducted.
The financial reward potentially impacted the sample by motivating participants with low self-efficacy beliefs as well. The incentives could be a reason why there are few missing responses on the item level. The incentives could influence the mood of the test participants. This influence could have an impact on self-efficacy belief results in comparison with unrewarded test participants.
Future Research
This paper presented a draft for a new measurement instrument of self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching (SElf-ST) to meet current demands, especially in German teacher education and schools. The aim was to develop a new measurement instrument, obtain first hypotheses about the factor structure (subsequently needing to be proven with an independent sample), and provide initial indicators on its reliability and (concurrent, divergent, and curricular) validity. In the first step, the PCK model [38] required adjustment towards our aim of surveying self-efficacy beliefs of science teaching. The latter was empirically performed with an EFA. Regarding construct validity, the first step was completed by identifying hypotheses about the factor structure with the EFA. In a further study, this hypothetical factor structure needs verification by means of a confirmatory factor analysis that includes a larger and independent sample [66, 69] . In addition, researchers will need to perform further validation, for example, with correlations with the STEBI [8] or the multidimensional scale of teacher self-efficacy beliefs [62] . It could be further desirable to investigate the other sources of self-efficacy beliefs of interdisciplinary science teaching as starting-points for improving seminars and practical training.
Following the main study, including confirming the factors with a CFA and further validation, the SElf-ST instrument can be used for different purposes, e.g., evidence-based teacher education for interdisciplinary science teaching in Germany-and beyond (see below). It could identify the effects of interventions, as science methods, or content courses, as a pre-post-measurement (cf. [13, 14] ). Interventions with different sources of self-efficacy beliefs could also be tested. The SElf-ST instrument could help to reflect one's own abilities in science teaching. After confirming the model with a CFA, the SElf-ST instrument could be used to examine the development of self-efficacy beliefs in longitudinal studies.
The theory-based approach could be adapted to other interdisciplinary subjects, such as education for sustainable development. The SElf-ST instrument could be used in other countries than Germany to examine teacher education as well. Perhaps only a slight adaptation for the country-specific curricula would be necessary for nations without interdisciplinary science teacher education like Germany. The SElf-ST instrument can be applied to inspect learning outcomes of teacher education. In countries with interdisciplinary teacher education in science, an adaption to the country-specific curricula, as well as an adjustment of the obstacle, could be necessary. The obstacle (interdisciplinary science teaching) may be less effective in countries with interdisciplinary science teacher education.
This paper presented a new theory-based approach, developed according to Bandura's guidelines [9] , for the SElf-ST instrument, which can serve as a starting point for various adaptions to promote (research regarding) self-efficacy beliefs in science education and beyond.
Appendix A Table A1 . Chronological selection of published measurement instruments regarding self-efficacy beliefs for teaching natural science subjects in primary education. To manage the amount of literature and as we investigated the education of teachers, we focused on the Science Teaching Efficacy Belief Instrument-B (STEBI-B) for prospective teachers and made no clear distinction between versions A and B, as they are relatively similar. In addition, outcome expectation is not considered at any point. We considered only published measurement instruments. Measurement instruments that were used for secondary education but did not show an obvious adaptation at that stage were counted as primary education (e.g., [26] ). EFA = exploratory factor analysis (this may include principal component analysis), CFA = confirmatory factor analysis. All measurement instruments include negative and positive five-point items, unless a different measurement is explicitly noted under "Characteristics". All measurement instruments do not include obstacles. • For 12 of 13 STEBI-items, only "science" was replaced by "biology" (not considered: "Even if I try very hard, I will not teach science as well as I will most subjects.", [8] For example, on the level of instructional and evaluation strategies, the survey is almost only general and little concretized ("I am continually finding better ways to teach the biology concepts that are included in the curriculum.", [22] (p. 213)) • Exemplary addressing of pedagogical content knowledge; limited analysis of differentiated learning capabilities possible • Factors (a) and (c) can be rather considered as self-rated content knowledge than self-efficacy beliefs as they ask for the familiarity with biology concepts (to feel confident to teach them) Walan 
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